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PEDRO CARABALLO 
 
 
My name is Pedro Caraballo and I have already served over two decades of a federal life 
sentence for participating in a kidnapping when I was only 20 years old. I am not at all 
the kind of person you might picture who would commit this kind of crime and in fact, 
outside of one brief period of delusional and misguided thinking, I never have been. I am 
a sensitive person, one who can find great beauty in the simplest things in life. I am an 
extremely dedicated and hard-working person who has always sought to learn and 
improve. I am many other things that are good and worthy and perhaps even 
admirable...but I am also a convicted felon who carries the heavy burden of knowing 
that there was an occasion when, as a young man, I caused innocent people to be afraid 
and to suffer. I do not and will not ever lose sight of this cold, inescapable fact. My life 
has been defined by it. This is my story... 
 
I grew up in a mostly good working class family in Caracas, Venezuela in the 1980s and 
early 1990s. I say "mostly" because the happiness I enjoyed as a child vanished when my 
father started drinking heavily during my adolescence. In spite of my mother's love and 
best efforts, home became a frightening place of uncertainty and sometimes violence, 
one where I wanted to spend as little time as possible. Going to school allowed me 
some escape. I had always done well there and from the time I was young had set my 
sights on attending university to study computer science. But school could not always 
keep me safely away from home as I needed to be. 
 
The solution I discovered was a youth group and community center that offered an 
alternative to youngsters such as myself seeking positive outlets. There, I threw myself 
into group activities that provided that healthy distraction I so badly needed from the 
increasingly volatile world my home life had so abruptly become. I participated in a 
variety of social activities, becoming a leader on the chess team, competing in and even 
winning a number of tournaments. From my youthful perspective, everything about this 
experience was perfect. What I did not realize, however, was that there was something 
dark and malevolent already brewing there, something that would change my life 
forever. 
 
One of the people running this youth program was a man named Ewin Martinez. He was 
charismatic, energetic, and said all the right things to make the kids admire not just him 
but the exciting life he told us he lived. Most impressive to us was that Martinez spent a 
lot of time in the United States and he told us often of the great future that could be 
had there. Many of us were spellbound by these tales of opportunity and none of us 
were aware of the manipulation, the subtle recruitment, that had already begun. But it 
was not long before Martinez began to speak of maybe being able to act as a sort of 
guardian to some of the older teenagers wanting to go to the United States. We were all 
entranced by his generosity and by the prospect of this previously impossible dream. 
And then we watched in wonder when this great man, Martinez, began to actually make 
that impossible dream come true. 
 
For so long I could not wait to join some of my older friends who had already embarked 
with Martinez on this adventurous start to a new life. I took jobs and sold most of my 
prized possessions, saving every penny to pay for the plane ticket I so badly wanted to 



 

buy. I made every effort to grow even closer to Martinez, desperate to make him like 
me best so that he would select me as one of the lucky few who could join him in the 
United States.  By this point, my father had become entirely unhinged and had taken to 
directing the majority of his violent alcoholic rage toward me, his oldest son. I was 
confused and terrified by what home had come to mean for me. At my breaking point, I 
needed to get out and was ready to do whatever it took to make it happen. I finally 
escaped my father's house at the age of 16. By this time, when I illegally emigrated to 
south Florida, I had come to view Martinez as more than just a mentor and guardian: he 
was my savior. 
 
Living arrangements for the next four years of my life consisted of Martinez and roughly 
dozens of us young Venezuelans piled into one house. I enrolled myself in the local high 
school and worked hard to learn to speak English while taking classes that, at first, I 
could not even pronounce the names of. But mostly, like the other kids in our house, I 
worked. I worked part-time jobs and odd jobs to cover my share of room and board but 
I did not work for Martinez himself who always seemed to have some kind of "next big 
thing" in the works. Looking back, it is so easy to see now what I, for one, certainly had 
no inkling of at the time: from the beginning, Martinez had been patiently grooming us 
into accepting unnatural aspects of our arrangement that we never should have 
accepted. 
 
This man had created an environment in which we all craved his approval, but perhaps 
because of what I was fleeing back home, I craved it -- and feared not getting it -- even 
more than the others. All of us wanted to stay in the United States but I needed to. And 
so I rationalized and justified behaviors on the part of Martinez, ignoring any little voice 
in my head that might have been trying to tell me that what he was doing to us was 
more than just unfair, it was inappropriate. He constantly impressed upon us that we 
were a "family", reminding us that he was the leader of that family and that he was the 
only hope we had of staying clear of Immigration authorities. It was important to him to 
tell us what we were supposed to think about any and every topic and he was adept at 
making us feel miserable or at risk if we showed any sign of contrary thinking or 
disloyalty. He was a scheming predator who abused us physically, psychologically and 
sexually, manipulating us by applying a cycle of deprivation, punishments and rare token 
rewards while he lived off the wages we earned for him.  
 
But for Martinez, who was 47 years-old, this free ride and power trip were not enough. 
In late 1999 I had just turned 20 years old and, after completing three courses at Florida 
International University, was enrolled at Miami Dade Community College to take some 
courses to prepare me for future studies. Though I was certainly not an actual prisoner 
in Martinez's strange household, the idea of leaving it was not something that seemed 
possible to consider. When I'd left home my father told me that leaving meant I would 
never be welcome in his house again. At the time, I believed that he meant it. I had 
nowhere to go, no choice but to push forward with what I was doing. I was too focused 
on my goals to allow myself the luxury of admitting -- even to myself -- the truth of my 
circumstances. Martinez's abuses, his cruel mind games, his favoritism, his 
mistreatment...all of these were hardships that I continued to either ignore or forgive, 
somehow blindly accepting them not only as normal but as reasonable, a small price to 
pay for being able to pursue my dreams in this great country far from home. My 
acceptance of Martinez though, and everything about him, should have come to an 
abrupt end when he came asking for my help in his plan to kidnap a wealthy man. 
 



 

He did not force me to participate. But even though I immediately rejected the scheme, 
I eventually allowed myself to be swayed. I am still not sure how this is possible. It is 
difficult to accurately define the role that Martinez played in my life at that time. I was 
entirely dependent upon him to continue my stay in my new country. I was indebted to 
him for the chance at this new life he had given me, a fact that he had been persistently 
reinforcing in me over the four years I had been living under his roof. I felt like I owed 
him and he certainly leaned heavily on this sentiment as he worked to convince me, 
which in time he did. This is my shame. For me, there will never be any denying it, there 
will never be any escaping it. In making the choice I made, I failed not only the eventual 
victims of our crime, I failed my family, I failed the country in which I so badly wanted to 
build an honest future, and I failed myself. I chose to do what I did, and even though the 
passage of time has better enabled me to understand the context of the circumstances 
under which I made that choice, it still mystifies me that I was capable of making it. I 
was a dedicated student, a naive boy who had never been in any kind of trouble with 
the law or who had engaged in any kind of violent behavior...and yet I agreed to 
participate in a crime whose very nature was completely at odds with the kind of person 
I had always known myself and shown myself to be. This decision I made more than 
twenty years ago holds a permanent place at the forefront of my conscience. It is 
accurate to say that I am haunted by it, but I do not believe the words exist to explain 
what that word means to me. 
 
The crime originally described to me by Martinez, bad enough as it was, spiraled into 
something worse due to his failure to abandon his plan once he saw where it was going. 
Instead of kidnapping the wealthy man himself, he ended up taking the man's wife and 
two young sons. The first I knew of this was when Martinez showed up with them at a 
house where I had been designated to await the arrival of our single captive. By the time 
I saw how wrong it had all gone and who he had actually taken, I did not know how to 
back out. I make no excuses: I failed at each step along the way to do the right thing. 
Besides being contemptible, every part of what we did was an ill-conceived disaster and 
we were soon arrested. 
 
After my arrest, I compounded the error of my original and unforgivably bad judgment 
by following it up with a series of related ones, the worst of which was clinging to the 
blind loyalty to my "guardian" that had gotten me into this mess in the first place. I was 
completely unfamiliar with a legal system that seems straight-forward to those on the 
outside but is in fact full of trapdoors and pitfalls that only the true experts know how to 
effectively navigate. 
 
Instead of being prosecuted by the State of Florida under the charge of kidnapping as I 
should have been, my case was seized by federal prosecutors and I was charged with 
"hostage taking", a statute under the Hostage Taking Act. This law has been heavily 
disputed in the courts due to its discriminatory nature, because only a foreigner can be 
prosecuted under it.  My attorney was prohibited by the judge from bringing this to the 
jury's attention.  The law is highly punitive and was enacted for the specific purpose of 
addressing incidents of international terrorism: it was never intended to be used in a 
straight-forward domestic kidnapping case like mine. But I was an immigrant, a 
Venezuelan who had committed a crime in Miami during a time when South American 
criminals associated with drug trafficking had been responsible for far too many violent 
and highly publicized crimes. I believe that the pre-existing public outrage against this 
specific breed of career-criminal contributed to the government in indicting me on such 
a heightened and misapplied charge specifically targeting foreigners.  I was being 



 

depicted as one of these hardened, rampant criminals when in truth I was a confused 
kid whose normally good judgment and morals had badly slipped, a kid who had made a 
mistake that he absolutely should have known better than to have made. What I 
participated in was unconscionable. I deserved to be punished. Appropriately, though, 
and that is not what happened. 
The public defender assigned to my case was inexperienced and overworked.  He did 
not advise me of the extreme folly in taking my case to trial.  I had no chance and now, 
especially having seen in retrospect just how many fundamental errors this attorney 
made, I know that the outcome was always a foregone conclusion.  Federal Guidelines 
at that time called for a base sentence of 63-71 months, but following my conviction my 
"points" (which are used to determine sentencing guidelines) were creatively and 
unjustly increased in every way conceivable, to sentence me to die in prison.  Usually life 
sentences are only give to the incorrigibles with long criminal histories or those who 
have committed a murder.  This was my first offense, I had never been in ANY trouble 
with the law, and I was a student with steady job working to pay my way through 
college. 
 
This disproportionate sentence I received was over-reactive rather than just. The court 
was angry at me for participating in such a cowardly crime, and rightly so. But they were 
also angry at me -- as is overwhelmingly common, despite claims to the contrary -- for 
exercising my rights by going to trial and refusing to testify against Martinez. I knew in 
my heart that I was guilty of kidnapping and I would have pled accordingly to this 
charge, but the charge of hostage taking was extreme and the punishment for it 
excessive compared to my actual crime. I felt I had no choice but to fight against this in 
court. I know now that I should have testified against Martinez but at the time I still felt 
bound by an irrational sense of loyalty to this man who I had yet to recognize the true 
nature of.   
 
To understand the stark reality of my sentence, consider that another one of the people 
involved in this crime, whose role was even more active than my own, pled guilty shortly 
after me and received a sentence of 23 years. This is a sentence that, had it been 
similarly imposed upon me, I would now have basically served. Which means that, 
essentially, I am about to begin a new sentence. This one is for life with no chance of 
parole -- 38 years more if I die at the average age of 78 -- and it is for having had the 
impertinence to dare take my case to trial, for being too young and misinformed to 
understand that I was inciting the wrath of a vindictive and invincible giant. There is no 
justice in this. It is cruel and grossly over-punitive, especially when considered in light of 
the maturation process this foolish boy has undergone over these past 20+ years and 
the fact that he has demonstrably proven not only his remorse but that his criminal act 
was an anomaly rather than an indication of his true character. 
 
Mine is not a redemptive story of someone who came to prison and "changed his ways." 
I am someone who came to prison and felt like an alien right from the start. I could not 
relate to the violence, animosity, and criminal mentality that is so prevalent here. When 
I first arrived I was horrified and ashamed to realize that, because of my crime, the 
world viewed me not just as a fool who had made a terrible mistake but as one of these 
incorrigibles with whom I was locked up. I did not ever seek to "fit in" here -- I am just 
not wired in a way that even gives me the ability to do so --- and though the pressure 
has at times been quite tricky, I never have. For over 20 years I have swum against the 
current, persistently rejecting the expected lifestyle thrust upon me as I endeavored to 
instead become the man I know in my heart I was born to be. 



 

 
I am sincerely remorseful for the harm I caused, and have worked without rest over the 
years to prove to myself and others that I am a much better person than my crime 
would suggest. Doing so matters to me a great deal, so much so that at my moments of 
deepest despair it has sometimes been the only thing that has kept me crawling 
forward. I am paying a heavy price for my criminal lapse in moral responsibility more 
than 20 years ago. I deserved to suffer and for many years I have done so in all the ways 
one would expect a person with a life sentence to suffer. But for me the suffering goes 
so much deeper than that. I struggle with what still remains to me the inconceivable 
notion that I allowed such a bewildering derailment of not only my dreams but of my 
morals and character. The knowledge of what I did visits me every day and it hurts. This 
is the true meaning of the word "remorse", it is a heavy feeling and, for me, one that 
will be with me always. It is my real life sentence. 
 
I have lived as I have in prison because it has felt natural for me to do so. I have never 
had to overcome "old ways" or force myself into following a righteous path. I have 
stepped forward to take advantage of the limited opportunities available here with the 
ultimate goal of becoming a better person. And when no such opportunities have 
existed, I have manufactured them on my own. I have found a passion in life for art that 
has led me to devote a few hours daily to painting so that I might feel some peace and 
serenity within this bleak place. I spend significant time each day studying the financial 
markets and investment principals. I am serious about my devotion to the Bible and am 
an active member of study groups. I have studied French for years and have recently 
begun to tackle Italian. I exercise daily, making healthy choices wherever possible in my 
diet, choosing not to smoke, drink or use drugs. And I draw satisfaction from helping 
others, whether it be through donating my artwork (to date I have contributed over 60 
paintings to various charities), organizing fund-raising events, or supporting other 
inmates who are struggling through difficult times. It is bittersweet for me to realize that 
I have gravitated naturally toward this lifestyle of mine in the same way that I would 
have gravitated toward something similar in the real world had I never made the 
decision I made to commit my crime. 
 
Mine was once a life that could have been led but never was. Mine is a conscience that 
could have been clear but now never will be. The foolish young man responsible for 
destroying all that personal potential and for causing such misery for innocent, 
undeserving people no longer exists. He has not since a short time after his arrest. There 
is no one among inmates and staff, at this prison or the others I have been to, who 
would describe me as anything other than a different kind of inmate, one who is non-
confrontational and sincere, a person persistently hyper-focused on a straight and 
narrow path. But none of these people truly understand me. They do not know what 
drives me to immerse myself in so many programs, to spend thousands of dollars of my 
own hard-earned money from prison penny-wages to create paintings for donation to 
charity, to so earnestly pursue every opportunity to assist any young people I can to 
avoid making the same kind of mistakes I once made. They do not know what it feels 
like to be consumed by self-recrimination, to burn with an insatiable desire to make 
amends. The convicts who see prison as a school to become better criminals are sorry 
that they got caught but are not sorry for the crimes they committed. They regret the 
suffering they have caused...for themselves but not for their victims. They yearn for 
their freedom...but not for the opportunity it would give them to atone and pay society 
back with genuinely positive contributions for the good of all. I am not most convicts. I 
am committed to making sure that my past does not define my future. I am ready to go 



 

home. 
 
I am seeking presidential clemency, a commutation of my life sentence that would 
reunite me with my family, allow me to start a family of my own, and pursue an honest 
working life based on the skills, job training, and habits I worked so hard to develop 
while in prison. If you feel that a person such as me who was sentenced in such a 
dubious manner and who has proven himself over 20 years to be someone of morals 
and character completely at odds with the crime he committed when barely more than 
a boy should be considered for presidential clemency, then I would be humbled by any 
type of support you might have the ability to lend. 
 
 

 


